Conveyor & Automation Technologies Launches
Two Revolutionary New Robotic Palletizers
The High Speed Robotic Palletizer and Multiple Line Palletizer will
drive productivity in high-demand environments

TOWSON, MD (August 1, 2015) – End-of-line production issues can make or break productivity
rates—especially for manufacturers with product changeovers, varying package dimensions, or
multiple lines. Conveyor & Automation Technologies, Inc. (C&AT) introduces two new palletizers,
each uniquely designed to solve some of the market’s biggest palletizing challenges.

The new High Speed Robotic Case Palletizer LP-7500 is the flexible, reliable answer to
accelerating production times for plants handling high output and a range of packaging materials
or sizes. With two smaller overhead-mounted FANUC robots and unique C&AT-designed servodriven end of arm tooling, manufacturers can count on it for:
• Quick, easy changeovers
• High-speed layer pick design
• Rates of up to 75 cases per minute
• Handling corrugated cases, shrink wrapped bundles and chipboard packs
• Complex pallet pattern formations
The new Multiple Line Robotic Case Palletizer RP-2500 handles up to four production lines
with a single palletizer, taking productivity to the next level for environments finishing multiple
lines. The machine features unique, C&AT-designed end of arm pneumatic mechanical clampstyle tooling, mounted to a FANUC palletizing robot. Advantages include:
• Multiple line row picking
• Rates of up to 25 cases per minute
• Handling corrugated cases, shrink wrapped bundles and chipboard packs
• Variable pallet pattern formations

For more information on the productivity and cost benefits of our newest palletizers, visit
conveyor-automation.com or email info@conveyor-automation.com.
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About Conveyor & Automation Technologies, Inc.
C&AT is a systems integrator focused on custom-designed automation solutions across multiple
industries. From novel line designs to system upgrades, our approach is uniquely customercentric—with a low client-to-engineer ration, a culture built to tackle tough challenges, and a
production process that virtually eliminates change orders. Learn more at conveyorautomation.com.
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